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The dancing body in the western theatre dance tradition lived through a great development in the last decades. It fascinates me how every period of time has its own preferences of how people should look (not only in dance) and how this might have influenced the dance techniques. In the twentieth-century a new created dance technique from a choreographer often created a new type of dancing body as well. That dance technique and the matching type of body were then considered as the unique signature of the choreographer and was also easy to recognize. Think for example of the sophisticated movements and slender ballerina’s in the neo-classical ballet style, or the deliberated use of gravity and every possible dancer's body (large, thin, tall, short etcetera) in modern dance techniques.




The starting point for my thesis has been the notion of different types of bodies in different dance techniques and the notion of ‘hired bodies’ as described in the article “Dancing Bodies” from the American dance dramaturge, choreographer and dancer Susan Leigh Foster.​[1]​ Foster supposed that the changes in the working process of choreographers in the 1980’s had also led to a new type of dancing body. She wrote about the influence of different dance techniques on the body and its role in choreography and culture. In contrast to the singular body that has been trained in one dance technique only, she suggests that dancers increasingly had to train in different styles and techniques, as the professional field was becoming more and more ‘mobile’. In the twentieth-century dancers no longer stayed with one company, but switched frequently and worked for various choreographers. Hence, they had to be versatile to accommodate the various demands. This new type of dancing body that is trained in different dance styles and techniques Foster has called the ‘hired body’. In a series of lectures during the Springdance Festival 2011 in Utrecht, Foster revisited her theory on the hired body and argued that this body has now morphed into three different bodies: the balletic body, the industrial body, and the released body. The balletic body is characterised by its flexibility and lines in its limbs. Essentially, the balletic body is a body that has been trained in the ballet technique. The industrial body is commonly trained in jazz, hip hop, and contact improvisation, where its centre of gravity is in the pelvis. Unlike the balletic body, it is very much willing to explore its sexuality. The released body was born out of a movement towards restitution. Practitioners were looking for less damaging alternatives for the balletic body. The re-grooved body also has become into being, as a body without a traditional practice and is visible in the effort to resurrect dance traditions and the abundance of variations and types of dance and can therefore be seen, according tot Foster, as an opposition of the three forms of hired bodies.

In this thesis I used Foster’s article to describe the changes in the 1980’s in training and producing dance and changes in the demands of the dancing body, and to define what her notion of the ‘hired body’ is and how it has been developed. Foster’s motivation for writing her first article about this subject in 1986 was that in the Syntopikon of Ideas, the index to the great books, there is no entry for the body.​[2]​ Despite the numerous references to the body in the literature of western culture, the body does not seem to qualify for a major topic of consideration. The body is not conceived of as an idea and is therefore a more or less unmarked category. In her book Reading Dancing: gestures towards a semiotics of dance, Foster located dance at the intersection of attitudes towards the body and towards art in western culture. This change of different attitudes towards the body caused a shift in the production of dance.

While continuing reading about the phenomenon of a ‘hired body’ in dance, I found out that Susan Foster is not the only one who noticed the changes in training and producing dance at the end of the twentieth-century. Joshua Monten writes in his contribution to the book The Body Eclectic: Evolving Practices in Dance Training, about eclecticism in post-modern dance. With eclecticism in dance Monten means that ‘in much recent choreography, combined dance elements do not always seem to be so clearly separated as in a revue or so smoothly fit together as in a fusion. This is a distinguishing feature of post-modern dance. Eclecticism in dance often takes the form of quoting, or “repeat[ing] or copy[ing]…, usually with an indication that one is borrowing another’s words.”​[3]​ Monten also proposed a corresponding dancing body through eclecticism: the ‘self-styled dancer’.
For this thesis I looked for the differences and similarities between hired bodies and self-styled dancers and in what way they complement each other, both in theory and in practice.
Eclecticism does not have its effects only in the body of the dancer. If choreographers choose to combine different dance styles in one performance, they might choose them from other cultures as well. Then dance suddenly becomes a performance of cultural identity where the changeable meanings involve in the transmission of dance styles from one (ethnic) group to another.

The thesis will start from the hypothesis that there will exist many concepts describing the phenomenon of the changing modes of training and producing dance, amongst them ‘hired bodies’ and ‘eclecticism’. Moreover, I think that in many dance companies there still is a characteristic in dance training and movement style in any way. Therefore, it cannot be self-evident that you can replace each dancer from one company to another, although it seems that every dancer nowadays has a ‘body for hire’. Furthermore I have to take into account that Foster’s article on the ‘hired body’ is written in 1986 and might be out dated at some points. Beside this, Foster writes from a post-modern American perspective that is a different approach than the Western European perspective. Therefore it is important to follow the development of the ‘hired body’ during the years and be aware of the origin of the authors and the perspective from where they wrote about this topic. 
There is also a lot be written about cultural identity through the arts, through dance, but often from an anthropological perspective. I think looking for constructing cultural identity and cultural transmission in the dance practice itself is a more innovatory contribution to this discussion. 

The shift in training and producing dance, and the alteration of the dancer’s body occurred in the era of post-Fordism. Post-Fordism is the name given to the dominant system of economic production, consumption and associated socio-economic phenomena, in most industrialized countries since the late twentieth-century. It is contrasted with Fordism, the system formulated in Henry Ford’s automotive factories, in which workers work on a production line, performing specialized tasks repetitively. 
Post-Fordism can be applied in a wider context to describe a whole system of modern social processes and is also associated with broader social and cultural changes. Normally in the literature, the term ‘post-Fordism’ is associated with economic and institutional change, while the term ‘postmodernism’ is associated with change in the arena of consumption, aesthetics, culture and lifestyle. However, for observers concerned with the totality of change today, not only are the two arenas representative of a single, overarching transition, “they are also inseparable”, states the editor of the book Post-Fordism: A Reader Ash Amin.​[4]​ The concept of the hired body and new, flexible modes of producing dance can thus be linked at immaterial production in post-industrial, post-Fordist capitalism today that complicates borders between work (labour) and non-work (life), especially in dance and performance where the lived and performed body coincide in one. 
This thesis will aim at the hired body, eclecticism and cultural exchange in post-Fordist times, and will explore the new types of dancing bodies and new modes of training and producing contemporary dance. As an example of this current dance practice, work of LeineRoebana dance company is used. This thesis will be structured around the question: 





In order to be able to answer my main question, the thesis consists of several parts. To examine the development and the manifestation of the ‘hired body’ in contemporary dance, it is necessary to know where this new type of dancing body comes from. Therefore it is important to have a notion of the ideal types of bodies in different dance techniques. I chose not to do an extensive research about the characteristics of the ideal types of the dancer’s body in the last century, but a preliminary research of the characteristics of the ideal types of dancing bodies in the most influential theatre dance techniques, as emerged in the last century is necessary. I used a short literature study to discuss the different body types coming from the ballet, Duncan, Graham and Cunningham movement styles, because these dance styles have been the most influential in the last century. For this literature study I chose for Susan Foster’s article “Dancing Bodies”, where she gives a detailed description of the features of these dance techniques and ideal bodies. Furthermore I used Luuk Utrecht’s book Van hofballet tot post-moderne dans: de geschiedenis van het akademische ballet en de moderne dans, in which Utrecht discusses in detail the various dance styles in the course of history and discusses the working processes of these choreographers and their views on this particular dance style. 
Evolved out of these ideal types of dancing bodies a new type of dancing body arose in the 1980’s. Susan Foster described in her article this new type of dancing body as the ‘hired body’ that has in the last three decades developed into three forms.
I approach the current ‘hired body’ with Susan Foster as my source of information, using her articles in which she observed and described the development of the ‘hired body’ and her lectures during the Springdance Festival 2011 where she revisited her theory on the 'hired body'. These sources together form for me a framework of Foster’s thoughts and standpoints about the topic of the hired body that I can adapt and take as a sufficient starting point for continuing my research. A comparable term to describe the changed dancing body in the 1980’s is the ‘self-styled’ dancer, raised by Joshua Monten. With an investigation of this ‘self-styled’ dancer I searched for the differences and similarities with the ‘hired body’ of Foster both in theory and in practice.
	Monten is also my main source of information for the section about ‘eclecticism’. Eclecticism in the arts can be simply defined as a work of art that represents the combinations of a variety of influences, and is commonly used in many different fields of study. Using Monten, Melanie Bales, Rebecca Nettle-Fiol, and Elizabeth Dempster I explored what eclecticism exactly entails and in which practices it is used, and how it is used and linked to the post-modern dance. With articles from Dempster and Bales about ‘bricolage’ and deconstructive processes in dance I unravelled the concept of eclecticism even more.
The ideas of Monten, Foster, Bales and Dempster about the emergence of a new dancing body and new flexible modes of training and producing dance I used to place and investigate its relation with the system production theories of Maurizio Lazzarato and post-Fordist theories. Maurizio Lazzarato explains this post-Fordist way of production of performance in his essays about ‘Immaterial Labour’.​[5]​ Therefore, I am using his ideas to apply the post-Fordist ideas more specific on dance performances. Next to the journal of Lazzarato about immaterial labour in performance, I used Amin Ash’s reader about post-Fordism in which he describes the post-Fordist ways of production, where production became more diverse and differentiated.​[6]​ 

To assimilate these concepts of different dancing bodies and eclecticism in dance, I used the working process of LeineRoebana dance company for their new production Ghost Track. During my work in Indonesia with LeineRoebana I got involved in the rehearsal process for their new production Ghost Track that is a collaboration with Indonesian dancers and musicians. In this project the encountering of similarities and differences in European contemporary dance and traditional Indonesian dance are central. Therefore the dancers are asked to work with these two different styles and approaches to dance to finally dance together in a mix of their styles. I looked in their working process how eclecticism can be used in a dance production and if the choreographers requested for ‘hired bodies’ or ‘self-styled dancers’.  I observed rehearsals both in Indonesia and in the Netherlands and had interviews with dancers and choreographers to get a complete view of this working process for this performance.
With this examination of LeineRoebana’s working process I demonstrated how eclecticism and its features are manifested, and how cultural exchange through dance can work. Here I used eclecticism as a model or as a specific perspective through which dance performances can be watched and analyzed. It will also provide more insight in the functions an eclectic performance can have, and at last it will give concrete examples of ‘hybrid’ dancers (included both the ‘hired body’ and the ‘self-styled dancer’) in post-modern dance.





In the next chapter I will report my findings about the development of the ideal types of dancing bodies as a preface for my actual research. That chapter leads to the development of the ‘hired body’, as Susan Foster noticed in 1986. I describe what the model of a hired body comprises of and how it has become into use. In Chapter 3 I continue the outline of the development in the 1980's with an examination of the post-Fordist production system where I will argue how we can intercalate the changes in the dancing body in the context of post-Fordism and immaterial labour. The fourth chapter is addressed to the development of the dancing body after the 1980’s. I take a look in the three forms of a hired body as perceived by Foster when she revised her theory during the Springdance Festival 2011: the balletic body, the industrial body, and the released body. As opposed to these bodies, a short exploration of the re-grooved body will be part of this chapter too. Furthermore I analyze the concept of ‘eclecticism’, its application to post-modern dance and its contribution to cultural transmission through dance. In Chapter 5 I will do my case study, based on the working process of Ghost Track from LeineRoebana dance company. 
At the end of each chapter I will report the most important findings in a short conclusion. Chapter 6 will be the final conclusion of my thesis in which I will give answer to my main research question and offer new connections between the insights of my sub questions as explored in the previous chapters. At the end of the conclusion I will propose some suggestions for further research.


2.	Dancing bodies in last century’s theatre dance 

In the twentieth-century many new dance techniques have been developed. These dance techniques all had its requirements for the dancer's body: how it should look and how it should move. This led to an ideal type of dancing body corresponding to a given dance technique. 
In order to do research for this thesis about more flexible trained dancing bodies, some knowledge about preceding ideal types of bodies in dance is required because regularly the ‘old’ has its influences on the ‘new’. In other words, with a description of the characteristics and requirements of the body in the most influential dance techniques in the last century: ballet, Duncan, Graham, and Cunningham technique, I make understandable how they have contributed to the development of a new ideal type of dancing body in the current contemporary dance practice. 
Susan Foster is seen as the predecessor who wrote about that new type of dancing body. In the article “Dancing Bodies” she provides an overview of the most influential dance techniques from the twentieth-century and she describes the shift in the requirements for the body in dance from the 1980's onwards. Foster describes in her article the five twentieth-century dance techniques that formulate different types of bodies and individuals – defined by her as selves. She presents a few features of each of these techniques and suggests possible relationships between body and selve that result from instructing the body in a given dance technique. I use her observations together with those of Luuk Utrecht in his book Van hofballet tot postmoderne-dans: de geschiedenis van het akademische ballet en de moderne-dans to give a survey of the ideal types of dancing bodies in the last century and the development of a new dancing body: the hired body.

2.1  A body of ideas in the theatrical dancer

In the article “Dancing Bodies” Susan Foster observed a ‘body of ideas’ in the bodies of the dancers that were trained in a specific dance technique until the 1980’s. A body of ideas means a body that covers the sum of all the adjectives that can be applied to it.​[7]​ She writes that she got upset by the tendency of writers in that time who threat the body as a symbol for desire or sexuality. Those writings hardly ever address the body as she knows it. They inspect and analyze the body only as a product of the various discourses that measure it, where we can learn details about the significance of the several anatomical parts and how they have become a subject for study. What she misses in these kinds of approach is a more ‘meat-and-bones’ approach, as she calls it: an approach to the body based on an analysis of discourses or practices that instruct it.​[8]​
	To explain this approach to the body, Foster uses Michel Foucault who delineates aspects of the ‘instructable body’ when he describes the disciplinary procedures, the lines, hierarchies and spatial organizations that bodies are asked to maintain as part of the disciplinary lineaments of culture. The daily practical participation of a body in any of these disciplines makes this body a body of ideas.​[9]​  I see the theatrical dancer as an example of the body of ideas, because there is a formation of disciplines of dance that dancers are consciously using in a cultural and aesthetic moment. The dancer pursues a certain technique for reforming the body and the body seems to conform to the given instructions. Dancers constantly challenge the discrepancy between what they want to do and what they can do, states Foster. One has never totally confidence in the body’s reliability. This struggle continues to develop and maintain the body in response to new choreographic projects and the destructing evidence of getting older.​[10]​

By training, Foster explains, two bodies are created. First, the perceived and tangible body that derives primarily from sensory information such as visual, aural and kinaesthetic. Information about the perceived body can be incorporated into the dancer’s ideal body where it can be combined with fantasized visual or kinaesthetic images of the body, images of other dancer’s bodies and cinematic images of dancing bodies. The second type of body that is created by training is the aesthetically ideal body that may specify size, shape and proportion of its parts as well as an expertise at accomplishing specific movements. Both types of body are constructed simultaneously, where the one influences the development of the other. By the development of those two types of body, a third type of body becomes to exist: the demonstrative body. This body transfers the obtaining of skills by illustrating correct or incorrect movement. Where the ideal body goes beyond the dancer with its perfection, the demonstrative body didactically emphasizes actions that are necessary to improve dancing. It isolates parts in a movement phrase or parts of the body in order to present an analysis of the ideal.​[11]​ It is the aesthetically ideal type of body that I’m going to focus on in this chapter, because I am looking how the ideal types of dancing bodies are presented in the different dance techniques.
Jane Desmond, ex-dancer and choreographer and currently teaching American Studies at the University of Iowa, amplifies Foster’s observations by saying that dance techniques exists for studying the perceived body and organizing the information it presents and relating it with the ideal and demonstrative body.​[12]​ The training process reconfigures the body and it identifies aspects or parts that used to be unrecognized, and it restructures the body in terms of dynamic actions that links the various parts. Both the perceived and the ideal body change during this process.

Each dance technique thus creates a specialized and specific body. A body that shows a choreographer’s or tradition’s aesthetic vision on dance. Every technique produces a body that is unique in how it looks and what it can do, while the style it provides can be transferred only partially to another technique. 

2.1.1	The dancer’s figure in the ballet technique

The ballet technique can be seen as the dominant and most familiar of all theatrical dance techniques. Of the five dance styles I consider here, it is the only one with strict requirements for the dancer’s physique. At the founding of the Royal Academy of Dance in 1661 many ballet steps and schemes of movement were determined. Under the management of Pierre Beauchamps these steps have been codified and the ballet technique became the origin of all Western theatre dance.​[13]​ Not only the steps were codified, how these steps had to be executed was also determined. The main principle of the ballet technique is the outwards turning of the hips, legs and feet of the dancer, and is the opposite of the natural posture of the body. However, this unnatural posture makes some of the movements in the ballet technique easier because of the anatomy of the human body. The unnaturalness of the outward position was in consensus with what was artistically interesting in that time: the more unnatural or complicated, the more attractive and artistic. This position was therefore also the beauty ideal for the ballet dancer, because it became the standard for the correct execution of the ballet steps. As a result, only dancers who were able to turn out their legs correctly met the certain requirements of the determined aesthetic form, explains Luuk Utrecht.​[14]​ 
In the following centuries the ideal balletic body has been developed as a light, quick, precise and strong body that moves with rhythm and effortlessness. The perceived body in ballet technique is never sufficiently thin or well proportioned, and must meld itself repeatedly into the abstract forms presented in class and on stage. According to Foster does the dancer’s selve exists to facilitate the acquisition of skills: it serves the choreographer and the tradition by ordering the body to practice and then to perform ideals of movement.​[15]​ This alignment in the dancer’s figure has also been linked by Melanie Bales to Western aesthetic ideals of proportion. In ballet, the ideal dancer’s body is ectomorphic; with a low percentage of body fat, well-balanced proportions, long, slender, straight limbs, narrow hips, and well developed arches.​[16]​ 

2.1.2	Bodies in Duncan’s  movement style

As a reaction against the artificial and hierarchical structure of ballet, Isadora Duncan (and several other early twentieth-century choreographers and performers) initiated a radically new dance aesthetic and a renewed approach to the training of the body. Duncan represents the body’s freedom and aimed at a maximum freedom of movement. The figure of Duncan herself was thereby also nothing you would expect from a dancer until that time: her body was well-covered and was lacking of virtuosity. The ideal body for the Duncan technique is intrinsic in an experience of interrogation within one’s self and within the society. The dancing body from the Duncan technique demonstrates a kind of naturalness. Duncan’s approach urges of the study of daily human movements, as walking, running, standing, turning, and jumping, that became performed with a graceful relaxness leaded by breathing. The ideal body inheres in a primal experience of integration within one’s self and within society. Movements from daily life suit to Duncan’s intentions for an as natural as possible and individualistic dance style. The actual shape of the body is less important than the degree of involvement in the dance, the quality of movement and the connections in the areas of the body. 
Utrecht conceives the ideal body in Duncan’s movement style as one that has achieved simplicity in its movement and harmony with the self and issues from a nurturing collective of bodies. Also the actual shape of the limbs is less important than the degree of involvement in the dance, clearness in the face, the quality of movement and the smooth connections among areas of the body. These body postures are characterized by organic and curved lines in the body.​[17]​

2.1.3	Bodily characteristics of the Graham technique

The Graham technique is the only modern dance technique that can measure itself with the ballet technique, as we speak about the systematic composition and the versatility of use. Especially the documented methodology made the Graham technique just as traditional as the ballet technique. However these two traditional dance techniques have essential differences in their notions of the bodily origin of movement. For Martha Graham, the dancing body must have control of the strength, flexibility and endurance that is necessary to provide the expressive self with a full responsive instrument in order to reach the goal to represent the deepest conflicts of the human psyche. Just like Isadora Duncan, the body functions here as an index of the feelings from the self. However, the body's ability to manifest those feelings, shares none of Duncan's excesses. 
The ideal body in the Graham technique also shows the tensed quality and definition of its musculature the affliction of expression, even as it manifests a nimble responsiveness. The exercises are constructed in such a way that it affirms both the possibility and the difficulty of bodily expression. They provide an alternative to the training in the ballet technique, but the Graham technique has influenced the Western academic ballet too. Mainly the expressiveness of the Graham technique has appealed to the ballet dance maker en since the 1960’s many choreographers have combined the ballet technique with the Graham technique.​[18]​ 

2.1.4	Cunningham’s approach to the body 

As Martha Graham, Merce Cunningham developed his own approach to choreography and technique since 1944. His methodology of dance training presents the physicality of multiple bodies describing complex spatial and temporal models. In training, writes Foster, the body’s segments and their possible range of movement are explored.​[19]​ Foster: “In the exercises the dancers focus on accomplishing clear bodily utterances of the ‘spatiotemporal’ relation. Here, movements are presented as problems to be solved. The height of a jump or extended leg is less important than the clear presentation of complex directives.”​[20]​ His view on the dancing body melts together body and self by immersing the self in the practical activity of confirming body's clarity. The self does not use the body for its own expressive purpose, as in the techniques of Duncan or Graham, but it rather dedicates itself, like in ballet, to the task of preparing and presenting movement. Where ballet’s ideal body privileges certain joint actions over others.
Cunningham’s ideal body is saturated equally throughout with animated alertness. Dancers in the Cunningham technique must attend to the two distinct forms simultaneously and to their unpredictable relationships, rather than to fuse one with the other.​[21]​ Cunningham’s approach to movement has rendered into a seven points creed where he inclusive, states that every movement can be used as dance step or theme; daily movement included, and every part of the body can be used to dance. In choreographies of Cunningham we see this clearly in the isolations of parts of the body. He also believes that everyone can perform as dancer, and that is why in the past he made performances for amateur dancers or dancers who were pregnant. But the most important point of his creed, according to Utrecht, is that ‘dance can have any subject, but goes primarily about the human body and its possibilities of moving’: the characteristic approach of absolute dance.​[22]​

2.2	    The model of a ‘hired body

The choreographers I considered in the previous paragraphs were interested in fashioning their own unique personal idioms what have resulted in their own dance techniques. For these choreographers, “making stage work was inseparable from teaching an approach to dance.”​[23]​ Through the dual practices of inventing choreography and devising systems of technical dance training, these choreographers lied out peculiar and highly consistent visions of what modern dance should be. Until the 1980’s each of these techniques was considered to be unique and each of them marked the body, so that a dancer could not adequately perform another technique and each aesthetic project was conceived as exclusive of one technique. From the 1980’s onwards, choreographers began increasingly to experiment with eclectic vocabularies and with new interdisciplinary performance genres. This generation of choreographers did not develop new dance techniques and aesthetics to serve their choreographic goals. Instead they encouraged dancers to train and become competent in more existing techniques without adopting the aesthetic vision of any completely. As a result, the distinctiveness of the different dancing bodies reduced because the choreographers demanded for a new kind of body, which is qualified in many styles. This new multifaceted body was the result from training in several dance techniques that melted together, and exists alongside the dancing body that is more deeply involved and has more competence in one technique. This new dancing body does not show its capacities as a melting collage of different styles, but homogenizes all styles and vocabularies rather streamlined. This is the new type of dancing body Foster has called the ‘hired body’.​[24]​ The corresponding ‘hired dancer’ is competent at many styles and is the dancer of choice for many independent, post-modern choreographers. The hired dancer has a new multitalented body and, resulting from this, training melds together features from all of the techniques discussed earlier. Foster says about this new dancing body: “it possesses the strength and flexibility found in ballet necessary to lift the leg high in all directions; it can perform any movement neutrally and pragmatically, as in Cunningham’s technique, and it articulated the torso as a Graham dancer does.”​[25]​ 

2.3	   Conclusion 

In this chapter I provided an overview of the most important dance techniques and corresponding dancing bodies of the last century that might have influenced the development of the ‘hired body’ in the 1980’s.
As Susan Foster and Luuk Utrecht described, each dance technique asked different tasks form the body of the dancer. In ballet the teacher embodies the authority of the tradition’s ideals, whereas in the Graham technique the dancers embody the deepest feelings from the self, and where the Duncan technique asks dancers to appreciate and encourage each other. Each dance technique constructed a specific body that shows the choreographer’s or tradition’s aesthetic vision on dance. The structure of power developed in each technique helps to connect the dancing body to its aesthetic purpose or project.
The effects of a ‘body of ideas’ in the theatrical dancer, as called by Michel Foucault also strikes with his observations of the ‘instructable body', while describing the disciplinary procedures. Many of the strategies and practices that Foucault explains in his history of discipline have been incorporated into dance training. In this light I consider the classical ballet training to be an example of a body of disciplinary techniques, because ballet training has as its principal aim an increase of the mastery of each individual over his own body.

When from the 1980’s onwards choreographers began to make interdisciplinary performances that are based on different dance techniques, the dancing body shifted from a ‘body of ideas’ to a ‘hired body’. This body did not capture anymore the unique ideas or aesthetic vision of a choreographer, but was capable to adapt itself to the various demands for each new choreography or project. This multifaceted body does not encourage the body of disciplinary techniques, because it does not show its capacities as a melting collage of different styles, but homogenizes all styles and vocabularies streamlined.























3. Dancing bodies and the post-Fordist era

At the same time as the development of more flexible trained bodies in dance, a new system of production and consumption in the Western society emerged from the mid-1980’s onwards. This production system was at first adopted in the economic world to describe the changes in the production and consumption of goods in industrialized countries at the end of the twentieth-century. This system became known as post-Fordism and has been applied to other production processes than the economic as well.
Ash Amin, Professor of Geography at the University of Newcastle Upon Tyne (UK) and writer and editor of the book Post-Fordism: A Reader, describes in this book the post-Fordist ways of production and how these can be applied to other fields than only the economics, such as culture and the (performing) arts. While analyzing the post-Fordist modes of production in the performing arts I encountered something called ‘immaterial production’ and '’ immaterial labour’, as forms of transformations of labour and production that the performing arts have undergone in the last two decades of the twentieth-century, introduced by Maurizio Lazzarato in the journal "Exhausting Immaterial Labour in Performance". Also arts sociologist Pascal Gielen reflects in the book The Murmuring of the Artistic Multitude on the increasing unison and structural similarities between the modes of production and new forms of (immaterial) labour in the arts.

In this chapter I explore in what way the economic production system of post-Fordism can be applied to post-modern dance to embed a new way of training the dancing body and producing dance. Together with the journal "Exhausting Immaterial Labour in Performance" and the theory of Gielen, I make clear what the transformation in labour and production processes mean in dance production.

3.1     What is post-Fordism?

Post-Fordism is the name given to the dominant system of economic production and consumption of commodities, and associated socio-economic phenomena, in most industrialized countries since the late twentieth-century. It is contrasted with Fordism, the system formulated in Henry Ford’s automotive factories during the 1920’s and 1930’s in which his staff worked on a production line, executing specialized tasks repetitively.​[26]​ According to Ash Amin, except these socio-economic phenomena post-Fordism can be applied in a wider context to describe a whole system of modern social processes. This shift caused a change in how the market was perceived from a production perspective. Rather than being viewed as a mass market to be served by mass production, consumers began to be seen as different groups aiming at different goals. As a result, production became less homogeneous and standardized and more diverse and differentiated. The changes in production were accompanied by changes in the economy, politics, and influential ideologies. It brought new ways of looking at not only the consumption of goods, but the consumption and production of the arts as well.​[27]​ Post-Fordism tries to identify the driving forces in production processes and, through this, to expand how these forces built a paradigm or system that is capable of securing economic stability for a long run. 
	Such a production system could also be one in the field of arts. The post-Fordian production system emerged alongside the era of postmodernism, which has influenced many cultural fields, including music, performing arts, visual arts, sociology and linguistics. 
The driving force in the post-modern era is that it enlarged the border of consumerism into all areas of social and private life that includes aesthetics, art, leisure, recreation and pleasure.​[28]​ That is exactly what the post-Fordist system wants to achieve. 

3.2	  Post-modern dance  from a post-Fordist perspective

About a decade before the post-Fordist system was applied to dance or has even become into existence, the French philosopher Michel Foucault pointed out something similar in 1975, in the book Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison. Foucault investigated the link between education, observation, and a core of pain from a socio-historical perspective. He explored the various techniques that have been used to train, observe and classify the human body so that it takes on an appropriate function in society.​[29]​ Many of the strategies and practices that Foucault delineates in his history of discipline have been incorporated into dance training. For example the neo-classicist ballet tradition tried to ensure the body took on its solely aesthetic functions. Here, the technique of classical ballet can be considered the result of particularly effective disciplinary regime applied to the living body that sought to match with a modelled figure. According to his observations one could even consider classical ballet training as an example par excellence of a body of disciplinary techniques, because it has as its principal aim an increase of the mastery of each individual over his own body.​[30]​ The training of the (neo-) classical ballet dancer recalls the production of the tractable body in military training as Foucault investigated in his theory. The exercises are set up in order to turn the dancer’s bodies in efficient instruments, in a system that ranks the dancers hierarchically on a scale. Think here about the ‘corps de ballet’ as comparable to the military corps. The practices of military drill that are echoed in ballet exercise characterise methods of training for a technique that asked from its discipline to perform steps and poses with the highest degree of precision and synchronicity.​[31]​ Foucault’s implication on this subject is that no matter how apparently kind the context, discipline should be understood as being closely connected with larger projects of nourishing political obedience and economic utility. These strategies are closely connected to the post-Fordist system, where one is always searching for political and economic freedom.

In the context of post-Fordism, any given dance technique also carries with a subtext, an ideology, or a (physical) paradigm. When looking at the new modes of training and producing dance since the 1980’s, studying dance is understood as more than just developing a given technique, and training for strength, flexibility and coordination. The constitutive element of post-Fordist labour production is the sharing and intellectual exchange of knowledge. Contemporary dance production is addressing the processes of individualisation, collaboration, communication, and the subsumption of life and leisure time as well.​[32]​	

3.3	  The concept of ‘Immaterial Labour’ in performance

The transition to a post-Fordian production process is marked by the transition from ‘material’ to ‘immaterial’ labour. Central qualities of such immaterial labour are, in contrast to Fordism, mobility, flexible working hours, communication and languages. Just as post-Fordism, immaterial labour began not as a socio-cultural project, but as an economic-political one. Maurizio Lazzarato suggests in the article "Exhausting Immaterial Labour in Performance” what the dominant form of labour (work) is in the post-Fordist era. Immaterial labour is composed of two different parts, says Lazzarato. It refers directly to the workers’ labour processes to the extent of the informational content of the commodity, and as regards the activity that produces the ‘cultural content’ of the commodity, immaterial labour involves a series of activities that are not normally received as ‘work’ such as taste, consumer norms, and public opinion. Lazzarato extends the original notion of the enlargement of work to paid and unpaid situations and places, resulting in a 'social factory’.​[33]​

The concept of immaterial labour in performance came up as a way of conceptualizing the capitalist transformations. This concept was in the beginning non-specific and could be applied to any particular sector of the art market or type of worker. In the arts, immaterial labour often entails not only the effort to make art, but also the effort to legitimize itself as art. Its aim was therefore to understand the changes in the concept of production. Immaterial labour is considered by amongst others, Lazzarato as a mode of post-Fordist production that has a possible emancipatory or, more likely, reactionary potential in performance.​[34]​ In this way, it stands for rematerializing the immaterial in performance, not in a way of ‘capitalizing’ it, but in the sense of articulating it as a theoretical problem from a materialist critical point of view. From the materialist point of view, performance is a material artefact; it is a (consumption) product of the institution of the performing arts.  Besides the ‘products’ of performance, the processes of production, distribution, and consumption of performances, also entangle activities that replace the ‘product’ of the performance.​[35]​ These activities include information and services that are often not materially justified for. In this way, knowledge and experience are always more than the performance as a public event. The qualities of immaterial labour are thus primarily based on the sharing of knowledge. This sharing of knowledge is also a current topic in dance where for example, many choreographers present their research projects on stage. 

While in Fordism, routine labour and repetition of the same activities were at the heart of the production process, post-Fordism is typified by continuous change in the work context. Therefore, post-Fordian workers must continuously take advantage of changing opportunities and a variety of options, and must be able to turn every opportunity that presents itself into a suitable situation. This so called immaterial worker must also be mentally flexible. He should always be open to new circumstances and new ideas in order to put them to work for the immaterial production process.​[36]​
Many artists such as dancers can be probably identified to a large extent with the above draft of the immaterial worker. Also for dancers, working hours are not exactly nine-to-five, and constant demands are made on forthcoming good ideas. This is partly why dancers can be portrayed as immaterial workers; they are constantly adapting themselves to the changing demands of the choreographer. A second way to which immaterial labour can be applied to contemporary dance is that the artistic product is inseparable from the body of the performers, at least in live performances, and I am quoting Pascal Gielen to say that “this world of modern art has been a social laboratory for immaterial labour, and thus for post-Fordism.”​[37]​
Within the changes of dance techniques and the demands of the dancer’s body in the 1980’s, as Susan Foster described in the article “Dancing Bodies” a development of ‘selves’ initiated: unique and independent dancers. As a result, dancers became more conscious of their selves. Also choreographers began to work more independently, dealing with several methods for various projects. Corresponding with the changes in the dancer’s and choreographer’s working processes a vision of a body that is neutral, unrooted and removed from aesthetic vision emerged. Logically when these working processes changed, new artistic practises and production modes emerged. 
From now on, as Marijke Hoogenboom and Bettina Masuch discussed during the ‘Salon on the hired body and dancing nomads’ in January 2011, dance is produced in different contexts. This came first into appearance in the form of summer festivals in the 1980’s. Those festivals formed a European centre of dance gathered in certain places. Through the festivals it was possible to easily get and overview of the different dance groups and their styles and to trace several dance periods in time.​[38]​ With the rise of those festivals the framing of the work changed as well. Because the audience recognizes itself in the international artists presented at the festivals, their ideas about individuals and identities and their places in the world changed. That is why the focus of choreographers was now more widespread, namely on European and international level. This fits with the tendency Hans-Thies Lehmann described with the shift in the functions of theatre, where participation becomes more important, as well as the accent on individuals rather than part of a group.​[39]​ New since the 1980’s is also the tendency of an ‘artist in residence’.​[40]​ As a result of the ‘festivalization’ of the performing arts we can distinguish a new phenomenon in dance that one might call ‘nomadi(ci)sm’. This is in fact nothing more than an adaptation of the post-Fordian condition of production, where dancers have flexible work schedules and work on project based contracts. Dancers have become the prototype here of the immaterial worker in performance. 
In the lectures Susan Foster gave during the Springdance Festival 2011, she spoke about the influence of different dance techniques on the body and its role in choreography and culture in the post-Fordist and post-modernist era. In contrast to the singular body that has been trained in one technique only, she suggests that dancers increasingly had to train in different styles and techniques as the professional field was becoming more and more ‘mobile’. In the twentieth-century dancers no longer stayed with one company, but switched frequently and worked for various choreographers. Hence, they had to be versatile to accommodate the various demands.​[41]​ 

3.4	  Flexible modes of producing  dance according to post-Fordist theories

If we focus on the art and dance practice, the term ‘post-Fordism’ is normally associated with economic and institutional change, while ‘postmodernism’ is associated with changes of consumption, production and aesthetics in these fields. I agree with the observation Stuart Hall makes in The Hard Road to Renewal: Thatcherism and the Crisis of the Left that these two arenas are not only “representative of a single, overarching transition, they are also inseparable.”​[42]​ The traditional distinction between economic and cultural activity seems to blur by the ‘aestheticization of commodities’ and the ‘commodification of aesthetics’ states Amin, which are two aspects of the post-Fordist time. Aestheticization of commodities refers to the decoration of products, artefacts, buildings, workplaces, infrastructure, etcetera, as a means of enlivening everyday life at the same time as legitimising consumerism and social acceptance of the elementary matter of capitalism. The commodification of aesthetics refers to the increasing transformation of culture and cultural activity, especially leisure and recreation, into cultural industries.​[43]​ I think one can make here a distinction between socio-economic phenomena and culture and aesthetics, as the difference between post-Fordism and postmodernism, because the latest tends to focus on the entering of aesthetics into everyday life without exploring the connections with the economic and political changes that are determined in post-Fordist theories. Flexible production opens up the possibility of cooperative forms of labour organization under a small quantity of worker control that became embodied as the post-Fordian immaterial worker. This post-Fordist way of organization, production and workers is shaped by the concept of immaterial labour, where the body of the immaterial worker can also be applied to the body of contemporary dancer.




In this chapter I demonstrated how the post-Fordist production system can be used to describe changes in the training and production processes of post-modern dance performances in particular and the performing arts in general. Moreover, I explored how the post-Fordist production system can be applied to post-modern dance, to embed a new way of training the dancing body and producing dance. Post-Fordism is a useful model that can be applied in a broad context to describe systems of modern social and cultural processes and it fetched new modes of production. It involves new modes of approaching consumption and production in society, for example the transformation of leisure and recreation into cultural industries. I considered post-Fordism as a system through which one can explicate the new modes of training and producing dance since the 1980's, by explaining the similarities between post-Fordism in society and postmodernism in the arts.
In literature, the term ‘post-Fordism’ is normally associated with economic and institutional change, while the term ‘postmodernism’ is connected with changes in the field of aesthetics, culture and lifestyle. However, for observers concerned with the totality of change from the 1980’s onwards, not only are these two fields representative of a single overarching transition; they are also inseparable at some points. Post-Fordism and postmodernism had their rise at the same time. An important feature of postmodernism is that it wants to enlarge the border of consumerism to practices of daily life. Post-Fordism also has this as its principle aim. Their difference however, is that postmodernism focuses upon the aesthetics in everyday life, without taking into account politics and economy.
Another similarity between post-Fordism and post-modern dance is their purpose of knowledge production and the intellectual exchange of knowledge. In dance this is usually done by presenting research projects on stage. This is also the point where the immaterial labour comes to light. Immaterial labour helps to understand the changes in the production of for example dance, by legitimizing (consumption) products as art. 
Within the framework of immaterial labour performance can be seen as a consumption product of the institution of the performing arts. The concept of the hired body and new, flexible modes of producing dance can thus be linked at immaterial production in post-industrial, post-Fordist society today that complicates the border between work (labour) and non-work (life), especially in dance and performance where the lived and performed body coincide in one.

While I looked at Michel Foucault’s theory of discipline and how that can be made understandable for dance training in the post-Fordist era, I found out that discipline in Foucault’s theory is twofold. At the one hand it addresses the training practices of the ballet dancer who is trying to absorb the ideas of the choreographer, and at the other Foucault uses discipline to describe political and economical obedience. Here I found back its relation with post-Fordism that aims at political and economical freedom.
Working according the post-Fordist system also means a change in the working context of the so-called immaterial workers. Where those workers began to work on flexible hours and on freelance contracts, so did the post-modern danc(er). More often dancers were contracted only for one project and the dance production regularly took place in the form of festivals and (research) project. Dancers were then hired for each new project to the changing demands of the choreographer. In the post-Fordian context, the hired body can be seen as the ideal type of body for the 'immaterial worker' (dancer) in dance. 


4. The development of the dancing body after the 1980’s

As outlined in chapter 2, the dancing body has been developed in the 1980’s to a ‘hired body’ that is trained in several dance styles and is capable to adapt itself to the various demands of choreographers. In the lectures on the hired body during the Springdance Festival 2011, Susan Foster looked back to her theory on the hired body and argued that it has now morphed in three new forms: the balletic body, the industrial body, and the released body. These forms of hired bodies Foster sees now as new and dominant forms of training and producing dance. 
Another concept that shares some characteristics with the ‘hired body’ of Foster, is called ‘eclecticism’. It was first introduced by dancer Joshua Monten, and shed another light on the new modes of training and producing dance at the end of the twentieth-century.

This chapter will be dedicated to the different approaches to the development of the hired body since the mid-1980’s. I will describe here these two main views on the changes and development of the dancing body, and take a look into the use of the eclectic and self-styled approach to dance training and production.

4.1	   Three forms of the hired body

The Springdance Festival 2011 in Utrecht welcomed Susan Foster as The Centre for the Humanities’ Festival Creative Fellow for the academic year 2010-2011. During the festival she revisited her theory on the hired body from 1986 and argued that this body has now been developed into three forms: the balletic body, the industrial body and the released body.
	The balletic body is characterized by geometric and precise forms and is presenting itself towards the audience. The most important features of this body are its flexibility and lines in its limbs. Essentially, the balletic body is a body that has been trained in the ballet technique, but also in other techniques. This type of body does not necessarily perform in ballet, but its training provides an underlying dance form. In this way, ballet has become a neutral form of training that takes into account the anatomy of the body, argued Foster.  The focus here is not so much on the aesthetics, but more on how the body and movement are constructed and how the different parts of the body are in proportion. Because the focus has shifted from aesthetics to basic skills, the ballet technique became more widespread. This training has therefore also influenced (non-western) choreographies and dancer’s bodies. Knowing this, I might argue that the so called neutralized ballet technique is not so neutral at all. When other cultures incorporate ballet technique in their training, Western values are adopted too, whether intentionally or not. As soon as ballet is used within choreography, certain aesthetics and values inevitably accompany the technique.
Unlike the balletic body, the industrial body is willing to sweat and “it glows with the appetite to work it out”, as Foster puts it.​[45]​ This body is primarily shown on screen and is a melting of different styles. Equally referring to the labour involved in learning a routine as to the ‘industry’ in Los Angeles, the industrial body is commonly trained in jazz, hip hop, and contact improvisation. Again unlike the balletic body, the industrial body is very much willing to explore its sexuality. The industrial body does not mask its task of labour, but it efforts in the labour and has a willingness to work hard. The benefit of the industrial body is that it has made dance popular with a wider audience of all ages, races, and economic backgrounds. You can think here of reality talent hunts such as So you think you can dance. However, the downside is that the industrial body presents choreography as the art of capturing the essence of a particular style, rather than an act of creativity. It presents a realization of a particular essence of a dance genre, with the choreography as the perfect essence of a dance tradition. Moreover, it presents dance as the result of the same hard work, no matter the style. The industrial body puts technique on top of a body, instead of technique being the essence of a body, says Foster. It collects details of movements and absorbs superficial gestures on top of it. In this way, the industrial body commodifies itself, and it is not able to access any kind of ownership. For the industrial body all dancing is the product of the same hard work. 
The released body approach was born out of a movement towards restitution. Dancers and choreographers were looking for less damaging alternatives for the balletic body and methodologies aimed at cultivating a maximum efficiency of motion in each body, according to its own qualities. The released body has a general aesthetic form that can be presented well on screen. Its aim is not to powerize, but to uncover the underlying movement. Foster describes the released body as a new kind of generosity that is purely about efficient delivery of the choreography. “The released body”, Foster says, “is not as sexy as the industrial body, not as full frontal, less militant about appearance as the balletic body, but has a certain kind of generic appeal that audiences seem to suck up.”​[46]​ The released body is exploring gravity and has its focus on the anatomy of the body. It is not a sexual body, but a natural and true body. The body can be seen as a natural entity that undoes itself from artificial constraints. 
Next to these three forms of hired bodies, another new form of dancing body has become into appearance. This body, called the re-grooved body is a body without any traditional practice. This body is visible in the effort to resurrect dance traditions and the wealth of variations and types of dance. Where the balletic, the industrial and the released body are constructed from different dance styles, the re-grooved body does not aim at any dance style of technique. That is why the re-grooved body is considered as opposed of those three forms of hired bodies.

While considering these three bodies Foster proposed as new forms of a ‘hired body’ I have noticed that these bodies again aim at a certain dance style or technique from dancers. I wonder whether it is correct to name these bodies still as forms of a ‘hired body’. The industrial and the released body have again a certain aesthetic form that characterizes this type of body, while the balletic body focuses not so much on the aesthetics, but more on the basic skills of the construction of body and movement. These three forms of ‘hired bodies’ are therefore not so easily interchangeable, what is an important feature of the hired body from the 1980’s. However, these three bodies also share some characteristics of the initial hired body. Due to its focus on the construction of body and movement instead of the aesthetics of the dancer’s body, the balletic body can be incorporated in more dance techniques than ballet only. Also the industrial and the released body are capable of different dance styles, but their difference is that they primarily focus on the anatomy of the body and puts a technique on top of that. 





4.2   The concept of eclecticism

Since I already gave a preliminary introduction of the concept and use of eclecticism, and introduced the processes of deconstruction and bricolage, one might become curious what these concepts precisely entail. What is eclecticism and what are its features deconstruction and bricolage, on what principles are they based, and in which fields of study it is commonly used? How can we apply this concept to post-modern dance, and how can we place the current place type of the dancing body in it? In the following paragraphs I will dive into all of those questions. 
Unlike the hired body that is applied to the dance practice only, eclecticism can be applied to all art forms and also to other fields of study. During my search for more information about this concept I found two processes in eclectic dance training that help to clarify how eclecticism can be defined and how it manifests itself. I will explain these processes of ‘bricolage’ and ‘deconstruction’ further in this chapter. In short, eclecticism is considered as the process of appropriating various movement practices, existing dance traditions, or training methods from other art forms; deconstruction can be described as the process of ‘debriefing’ the body or clearing away unwanted rubbish, while bricolage is more about ‘quoting’ material and fusing them together in your own technique.​[47]​

An important source of information for this section is the book The Body Eclectic: Evolving Practices in Dance Training. The editors of the book Melanie Bales and Rebecca Nettl-Fiol, reflect on the practices that thread through the mixed collection of experiences that are part of the current dance practice. In this book the centrality of dance training and its cultural and epistemic potency is underlined.​[48]​ 

4.2.1	Origins and use of eclecticism

The concept of eclecticism has been used since ages. It was first practiced by a group of ancient Greek and Roman philosophers, amongst others Epicurus (Greek) and Cicero (Roman). During the Greco-Roman era many different schools of thought developed. Those philosophers did not adhere themselves to one ‘real’ system, but selected from existing philosophical beliefs those paradigms that seemed the most reasonable to them. From this material they constructed their own new system of philosophy. The term ‘eclecticism’ comes from the Greek "ἐκλεκτικός" (eklektikos) that literally means “choosing the best”, and "ἐκλεκτός" (eklektos) that can be translated as “picked out”, or “select”.​[49]​ 
	Since the term eclecticism has been used by the ancient Greek and Roman philosophers, it can be described in general as the combination of elements from different historical styles. In this way it still is used in for example architecture where it is often applied to point to a general stylistic variety of nineteenth-century architecture after Neo-classicism (around 1820).​[50]​ Taking this definition of eclecticism, also some of the martial arts can be described as eclectic in the sense that they often borrow techniques from a wide variety of other martial arts, like Jujitsu, Judo and Kung Fu. In philology (textual criticism) eclecticism is the practice of examining a wide number of text testimonies and selecting the variant that seems best. The result of this process is a text with readings drawn from many opinions. This is in fact what I am also doing while writing this thesis. 
In a purely eclectic approach no single testimony is theoretically earned. The text critic forms instead his own opinion about individual argumentations, relying both on external and internal confirmation. For example, since the mid nineteenth-century eclecticism, where there is no a priori prejudice to one single manuscript, has been the dominant method of editing the Greek text of the New Testament.​[51]​
Eclecticism is a conceptual approach that does not hold to a fixed or single paradigm or set of assumptions. It draws instead on multiple theories, styles or ideas to obtain more and additional insight of a subject, or to apply different theories or point of views in specific cases. Eclecticism is commonly used in many different fields of study, not only in the arts. It is for example also used in particular cases in the field of psychology as examined by George Stricker and Jerry Gold, in approaches that see many factors influencing behaviour and the psyche.​[52]​	
Eclecticism is not a movement, like expressionism or cubism that constituted a specific style. It is characterized precisely by the fact that it was not a particular style (like the ancient Greco-Roman philosophers created a new system of philosophy), but a method of combining several styles and working ideas into your own. In the arts, the simplest definition of eclecticism might be that every work of art that represents the combinations of a variety of influences is eclectic. This definition is, of course too simple as almost every piece of art can then be considered as eclectic. In the following paragraphs I will come to a more thoughtful approach to eclecticism.

4.2.2	Eclecticism in post-modern dance

Outside the world of arts, eclecticism can be applied to other fields of study. To continue my research of the application of eclecticism to the arts and to contemporary dance in particular, I would like to know how eclecticism is used in other industries than the (performing) arts. Are they perhaps influential on eclecticism in the performing arts, or are they based on completely different principles?
Outside the world of art eclecticism can be used to combine elements from different (historical) styles. As practitioners of martial arts often borrow techniques from other martial arts, post-modern dance performances are regularly created by using different dance techniques or using movement material from daily life for performances that are not based on a technique. A striking example of borrowing different techniques to incorporate in a new piece is the post-modern ‘hired body’ that is trained in many different dance styles and appears in dance performances that combine a mix of these styles. This form of eclecticism contributed and still plays an important role in the development of the practice and analysis of post-modern dance. In the next paragraphs I will aim at this role of eclecticism in post-modern dance.

Around the same time Susan Foster wrote her essay about dancing bodies and introduced the phenomenon of the ‘hired body’ in 1986, dancer Joshua Monten observed this comparable phenomenon ‘eclecticism’ in post-modern dance during his training practices as dancer and choreographer. In his essay Something old, something new, something borrowed… - Eclecticism in Post-modern Dance he sketches the historical spread of eclecticism in America by giving concrete examples of dance performances, and examines the effects it had on the experience of dance training to become a dancer. Monten argues that “taking disparate movement styles and quoting from them directly, assembling dance spectacles eclectically, borrowing freely from various sources – these formal devices have become common in the choreography of the past thirty years.”​[53]​ He continues by saying that the amount of source material available for choreographers for this borrowing and quoting grows increasingly. Dancers and choreographers also began more and more to forget and leave behind their personal choreographic styles, while new dance styles arrive from abroad and are added to the ‘melting pot of metropolitan dance making’.​[54]​ 
I consider it as an obvious effect that this has influenced the new modes of producing dance that emerged at the same time. As discussed by Bettina Masuch, Marijke Hoogeboom, Liesbeth Groot-Nibbelink and Bojana Cvejic in the Salons in the build up to the Springdance Festival 2011, from the 1980’s onwards dance could be produced almost everywhere. Dance was not anymore produced by dance companies and performed in theatres only, but also by private dance studios, university programs, dance festivals etc. Choreographers took this chance to look in all of these ‘new’ sources for new material in ever more varied locations. Although in the Salons nobody even dropped the word ‘eclecticism’ but indeed they talked about borrowing dance techniques and ‘mixed’ performances, I think that from this time onwards the ‘eclectic performances’ began to its march.

In Monten’s contribution to the book The Body Eclectic: Evolving Practices in Dance Training, he unravels the small differences between multilayered eclecticism, homogeneity, and appropriation in dance, addressing both physical virtuosity and cultural politics in his analysis. Before he comes to the emergence of eclecticism, he makes a distinction between three basic strategies of training and producing dance:

1.	Revue: a revue strings together a series of discrete, contrasting dance episodes. You can think here for example about the works performed by Diaghilev’s ‘Ballet Russes’.
2.	Fusion: a fusion blends together disparate dance elements so thoroughly that they appear to fuse together in a new, hybrid dance form. This is not a new phenomenon; a form of fusion is already recognisable in the stylized ethnic dance used in the divertissements of classical 19th-century ballets. 
3.	Eclecticism: in much recent choreography, combined elements don’t always seem to be so clearly separated as in a revue or so smoothly fit together as in a fusion. Eclecticism in dance often takes the form of quoting, or repeat(ing) or copy(ing), usually with an indication that one is borrowing another’s ‘words’. ​[55]​

For the dance, this is already a more appropriate definition of ‘eclecticism’ than the very simple one I gave in the beginning.




4.2.3	The ‘self-styled dancer’ versus the ‘hired body’

In the book The Body Eclectic, as the title explains, a lot is written about the eclectic body and eclectic dance training. At some points this approach to the dancer’s body is similar to Susan Foster’s ‘hired body’, but at some other points the differences are remarkable.
The hired body of Susan Foster is a body that is partly shaped by economic forces and has shortcomings in the spheres of aesthetic vision and profundity. Bales and Nettl-Fiol offer a practical strategy for dancers to gain their agency by actively and thoughtfully constructing unique systems of training. With these training systems dancers became capable to create their own aesthetic vision and sharpen its profundity. As a result dancers began to work more individually and independently and became to be seen as ‘selves’, for amongst others, Monten, Bales and Nettl-Fiol, created by this training system. This strategy discharged itself in the appearance of the ‘self-styled dancer’ and, logically, self-styled dance training.​[56]​ This is something different than the so called ‘crossover dancer’ who is supposed to be capable of any technique.
The appearance of ‘hired bodies’ and ‘self-styled dancers’ are both examples of the changed and flexible post-modern dancing body that emerged at the end of the twentieth-century. In the introduction of The Body Eclectic, Melanie Bales claims that this post-modern body is in some senses a deconstructive process, involving first a period of detraining of the dancer’s habitual structures and patterns of movement. Considering this, I doubted about this vision of Bales on eclectic bodies in dance, especially at the point of detraining the dancer's body. I see the post-modern body not as a fixed, unchangeable entity, but as a living structure which continually adapts and transforms itself. In this process, dancers do not detrain their bodies completely, but combine other dance techniques and images of bodies into their ‘usual’ dance training. Of course, dancers are asked to deconstructed their bodies for this process, in order to adopt a new technique into their bodies, in a way that they will not use their 'own’ technique for that moment. 

Bales and Nettl-Fiol develop in their book a framework for making meaning of the current context of self-styled and eclectic dance training and practice. They state that this framework consists of two, in a way contrasting concepts: ‘bricolage’ and ‘deconstruction’. As eclecticism, these two concepts also entail a broad cultural awareness and are commonly used in the arts, but also in the academic world and in politics. As described by dance theorist Elizabeth Dempster in the article “Women writing the body: Let’s watch a little how she dances”, these concepts can be applied to dance by detailing specific ways that bricolage and deconstruction are practiced in the training of the self-styled dancer. 

4.2.4 Bricolage and deconstruction
As written by Melanie Bales, for choreographers making an eclectic performance, there are roughly said two options or choreographic approaches: whether looking back or going inward (related to deconstruction), or weather going outward towards new forms, combinations, and augmentations (bricolage).​[57]​ Bricolage is the French word for assembling objects from random found ingredients and is also known as the rise of eclecticism and quoting. In general, bricolage for the dance means that choreographers take quoted materials by fusing them into the medium of their own technique. The first post-modern choreographers made at first little use of quoting and bricolage. Nowadays the choreographers, whose work is drawn upon an eclectic, arbitrarily range of movements, or created as a fusion of disparate elements are innumerable. In the next chapter I will analyze the working process of modern dance company LeineRoebana for their performance Ghost Track. The choreographers of LeineRoebana always work with combined elements from music and dance, to create hybrid performances. 
Bricolage includes the layering of disparate practices upon one another within the dancer’s body, such as a classic Western form (ballet) with an ancient Eastern practice (yoga), reflecting post-modern ‘radical juxtaposition’ through a training package, styled and structured by the interests of each individual dancer. These two different processes (deconstruction and bricolage) also have correspondence on some level. Self-examination can lead to reviewing old ideas and forthcoming forming new ones (deconstruction), while studying certain dance styles ‘just for fun’ implies a sense of open inclusion (bricolage). These two main theoretical concepts can overlap in practice, as in studying a dance or other art form to expand one’s range of movement possibilities (bricolage) and then eventually using that practice in a demonstrative way.​[58]​ This way of working we often see in the dance after the era of the Judson Dance Theater (1960’s), where choreographers began more and more to collaborate with artists from other art forms (from the visual arts, music, etcetera). These performances were often intended to be the creation of a new art form, combining dance, fine arts, and music or sound, often with audience participation.
The combined work of contrasting discourses and the use of quotation in post-modern dance processes, produced as a result layered dance works that are open to multiple readings. The processes of deconstruction and bricolage commonly associated with post-modern dance, also describe a position towards physical training. The development of what might best be termed the post-modern or the contemporary dancing body included both the ‘hired body’ and the ‘self-styled dancer’. Our bodies evolve in dialogue with a complex physical and social world, so the training systems which have informed post-modern dance are based on a conceptualization of the body as a fluent organism. I think this can be linked with the concept of juxtaposition in dance that is about placing elements side-by-side. In the arts, this is usually done with the goal of bringing a particular quality or creating an effect, especially when two contrasting elements are used, and drawn the attention of the spectator to the similarities or differences between these elements. Post-modern dance does not focus anymore on one body only, but its focus has shifted towards the process of constructing multiple bodies, says Elizabeth Dempster.​[59]​








4.2.5	Eclecticism and cultural transmission

Within the first discussed framework of eclecticism, it is appropriate to discuss dance as a performance of cultural identity where the changeable meanings involve in the transmission of dance styles from one (ethnic) group to another. Movement style is an important mode of distinction between social and ethnic groups and is usually actively learned or passively absorbed in the community. According to Jane Desmond it serves as a marker for the construction of gender, racial, ethnic, class, and national identities.​[60]​ Through contemporary dance performances that are based on dance styles coming from different cultures and are eclectic, cultural transmission is possible. Jo Butterworth and Liesbeth Wildschut describe this intercultural context in dance with ‘hybridity’ and ‘fusion’ as key concepts, used to denote work that moves away from singular meanings, homogeneous movement styles or disciplinary norms towards multiplicity and complexity.​[61]​

The intercultural context in eclectic art works is also described by the Indian artist, theoretician and educator K.G. Subramanyan. He states in the article “Understanding the importance of eclecticism” that eclecticism is “the interaction, and maybe the reconciliation, of different cultural forms. Eclecticism is not only indicative of the modern cultural situation but can also be an important tool in the renewal of culture.”​[62]​ So art can function as a ‘language’ for understanding cultural facts. Subramanyan explains that the worldview has drastically changed. He believes that, because traditional societies shared similar physical and cultural environments, interaction between societies was less dramatic. Such societies knew their heritage and had their own sensibilities that “conditioned ... the traditional artist for cross-cultural exposure.”​[63]​ 
This concept of eclecticism and culture is now familiar between many artists from several art disciplines. What they all have in common is that the goals they want to achieve are quite similar. They want to exhibit, promote, nurture and encourage their art works, and they want to educate the national and international audience about the culture, the vision and the beauty of their country and culture through art. In the twentieth-century, mainstream dance has often searched for other cultures to enrich its dance idioms, state Butterworth and Wildschut. This could be in terms of Western and non-Western dance cultures and tradition, or just from one dance style to another. Those contemporary dance makers use these intercultural approaches to explore personal or cultural identity, or to look for ways in which cultural borrowing can enrich the dance from their own culture. ​[64]​






In this chapter I examined the development of the dancing body since the 1980’s and the main concepts that helped to understand or influenced these changes on the dancing body. Having the theoretical framework for this thesis complete, I can now present my observations in order to answer the main question of this thesis I stated in the introduction:
“How are the ‘hired body’, the ‘self-styled dancer’ and eclecticism manifested in the post-Fordist contemporary dance practice?”

As I described in the second chapter of this thesis, disciplinary procedures in the effects of the body of the theatrical dancer are connected with observations of Michel Foucault in his theory of discipline. He explored the various techniques that have been used to train, observe and classify the human body so that it takes on an appropriate function in society.​[65]​  One of them is the (neo-) classical ballet training, where the ballet dancer recalls the production of the tractable body in military training as Foucault investigated in his theory. Foucault’s implication on this subject is that no matter how apparently kind the context, discipline should be understood as being closely connected with larger projects of nourishing political obedience and economic utility. 
	In the three new forms of dancing bodies that are distracted from the hired body, I see again a link with this concept of discipline from Foucault. Because these bodies still aim at a certain ideal coming from a given dance style of technique, I have my doubts whether we can consider these three dancing bodies still as ‘hired bodies’. For these bodies there still is a specific demand of training and presenting the body in dance, where dancers have to incorporate the disciplines of that style. Therefore I would rather see them, just like the re-grooved body, as new forms of dancing bodies as an addition to the ‘hired body’ that share some features of this hired body from the 1980’s, but has been developed differently.

Just like the hired body, the concept of ‘eclecticism’ is another approach to the new modes of training and producing dance at the end of the twentieth-century that has formed the current dancing body as well. While outlining this concept, I did a short examination of other fields of studies and art disciplines that might have influenced the development of eclecticism in dance. 
By looking at the development of contemporary dance and its characteristic ideal bodies, I considered Susan Foster’s  idea of the ‘hired body’ at the one hand, and Joshua Monten’s ‘eclectic’ and ‘self-styled’ dance training at the other. Both Foster and Monten emphasize the idea of a new type of dancing body in post-modern dance in their theory. The hired body of Susan Foster is a body that is partly shaped by economic forces and has shortcomings in the spheres of aesthetic vision and profundity. At these points, the concept of eclecticism is an enrichment of the hired body that can only be applied to the dance and focus only at the dancer’s body. Although the hired body is also related to new practices of dance training, eclecticism and the corresponding self-styled dancers, cover more than that. Through the processes of deconstruction and bricolage in the eclectic approach of dance, one’s training practices can be seen as an art in which dancers can and do and defend political and creative power. Due to the new forms of producing dance, dancers have to train their bodies differently in order to become a 'self-styled dancer' or to get a 'hired body'. Dancers are now also looking elsewhere, for example in the martial arts, for practices involved in training muscles, coordination and other forms of body control that was previously not requested. This characterizes especially the ‘self-styled dancer’ who 'styles' his own training package by selecting from different dance styles, techniques and movements from other art forms. Although the hired body is also trained in several dance styles, this body is more shaped by the demands of the choreographers, while the ‘self-styled dancer’ first chooses his own styles in which he wants to gain expertise by training. With this ‘self-styled’ training package the dancer then look for suitable projects and choreographers. Considered in this way, self-styled dancers often have a hired body, but not every dancer with a hired body is also a self-styled dancer.
The current contemporary dance practice consists increasingly of self-styled dancers with hired bodies, and performances based on an eclectic dance style. Today many dancers can combine their own individual dance training package, wherein one can find one of the major descriptions of contemporary dance training. Dancers are frequently hired by projects, working on freelance contracts instead of stay for a long(er) time with one company. In the meantime they expand their dance training packages by attending dance training courses all over the world. Through this tendency many dancers are using ballet training in a more deconstructive way, which means that they examine basic technical issues by taking classes designed to allow them to sharpen certain movement principles and finding more efficiency. They practice ballet with the eventual goal of applying the knowledge to non-ballet performance or choreography rather than becoming ballet dancers. Faced with these contemporary dancing bodies, I would call them from now on ‘hybrid bodies’ that include the ‘hired body’ as well as the ‘self-styled dancer’, as the domain that dominates the post-modern dancing bodies.

In eclectic performing arts there is a remarkable link with cultural transmission. Art works that consist of several cultural styles are developing the construction of the body as well. Bodies in dance are not particularly cultural constructed; they are rather aesthetically conceived. The dancer’s identity stays a flexible construction that allows new elements to be incorporated (new styles, cultures, training practices). Because these training practices are also places for the intervention, discovery, and development of dance, they are places that bring about arts and knowledge production too. 
	That brings me to the system of post-Fordism that can also work as a context in which one can place the development of the dancing body. If we return our attention to post-Fordism, we might speculate to what new changes it might have worked on disciplinary practices and effects in eclectic dance training. In most cases, one would expect to see an intensification of disciplinary effects as dancers learn to master the use of their bodies in a broader range of ways and occasions. I think it is more a question to what extent disciplinary techniques might be limited when they are juxtaposes in a single body and mind.
If post-Fordism is about processes of nourishing political compliance and economic usefulness, as Foucault stated earlier, then the eclectic  processes of deconstruction and bricolage also created a context in which training practices can be seen as an art in which dancers can assert political and creative authority. Because training practices are in dance training also places for the invention, discovery and development of dance, they are reproductive places of arts and knowledge production too.
But what about the cultural exchange provoked by eclecticism in dance? How can we legitimize the cultural transmission in post-Fordism? Subramanyan who contributed with his thought about cultural transmission, also shed his light on post-Fordian production processes. He makes a comparison with industrialization, beginning in the late nineteenth-century that led to improvements in communication and transportation. As a result, cultures came in contact with each other more often. In consequence, the modern artist is exposed to many dissimilar cultural works, but these are usually viewed out of context. Because these contexts can not be copied and artists can not totally understand the original intents, artists can only comprehend diverse cultural facts and forms in fragments. Subramanyan argues that these cultural facts must be placed in a meaningful framework in order to be beneficial. This framework could be that of post-Fordism, because it sees art as a system of communication rather than as a procession of styles. 

I would like to end the research for this thesis with a more practical contribution to this subject. In the next chapter of this thesis I will therefore analyze the working process of LeineRoebana for the production Ghost Track, which contains all the characteristic elements of the current contemporary dance practice I investigated in the previous chapters. With this analysis I will demonstrate how contemporary choreographers work with dancers from different (cultural) backgrounds and how these dancers are constructing a hybrid dancing body, by adopting different and new dance styles and techniques into their familiar dance training packages.


5. Ghost Track by LeineRoebana: The hybrid body in the current contemporary dance practice

In the previous chapters I explored the main concepts for this thesis: post-Fordism, eclecticism, cultural transmission through (eclectic) dance and the new type of dancing body that I call the ‘hybrid body’ (includes both the ‘hired body’ and the ‘self-styled dancer’). While writing these chapters I have been searching for a sort of ‘case study’ to see how eclecticism can work as a ‘model’ through which one can analyze working processes in contemporary dance. I am curious how choreographers work with the current dancing body and the post-Fordist production system, and how the features of eclecticism are interwoven in their work. Moreover I wanted to share a practical example of cultural transmission through eclecticism in dance, to clarify the theory of this concept.  

During my work for modern dance company LeineRoebana, I found a perfect example of how eclecticism, hybrid bodies and cultural transmission can be manifested in the current contemporary dance practice. The choreographers of LeineRoebana, Andrea Leine and Harijono Roebana, are always searching for the dialogue between dance, music and culture in their performances. For their new production Ghost Track they work together with Indonesian dancers and musicians and I had the opportunity to follow them during their rehearsals in the Netherlands and in Indonesia last July. Here I found the merge of eclectic dance and culture I was looking for.

LeineRoebana is the modern dance company of the choreographer’s duo Andrea Leine and Harijono Roebana, based in Amsterdam. The company has occupied a prominent place in the Dutch dance world since 1990. The choreographers have developed a unique, idiosyncratic dance idiom based on a novel approach to symmetry, rhythm and composition. The relationship between dance and music is at the heart of their work. Their musical angle range from renaissance to contemporary composers and reflects their quest for authenticity. The common denominator is the search for expressive art that challenges perception. For each production they work with renowned musicians or composers to create works in which a true symbiosis between music and movement takes place.​[66]​
Roebana and Leine started their research into a possible cooperation with Indonesian dancers in 2008 through workshops in Indonesia and two weeks of rehearsals with two Indonesian dancers in 2010, resulting in Ghost Track Studies a 30-minutes showcase performed in Solo, Jogjakarta, Jakarta and Bandung. At the rehearsal process in Indonesia in July 2011, I looked how eclecticism can be used, from this perspective, in a dance production and in what way the choreographers requested the ‘hybrid dancing body’. Moreover I searched for the differences between the knowledge that is stored in the bodies of the European and the Indonesian dancers. 







5.1   Ghost Track and cultural exchange

LeineRoebana’s new production is made in collaboration with Indonesian dancers and musicians. In this project the encountering of similarities and differences in European contemporary dance, non-western contemporary dance, and traditional Indonesian dance are central. Ghost Track is a special confrontation between contemporary dance from Europe and Asia, where the company’s Western dancers created a performance together with their Indonesian counterparts. These Indonesian dancers draw on an age-old tradition with its own technique, movement vocabulary and stories. Ghost Track shows the inspirational possibilities that arise when people are genuinely interested in each other’s culture.
A confrontation with another culture highlights your own prejudices. The confrontation between the Western dancers and their Indonesian colleagues made them all aware of their own focus and basic assumptions. The technical abilities of the Indonesian dancers have been widely appreciated, and their improvisational skills, open mind, and curiosity for dance styles outside their own tradition, created an inspired encounter with the Dutch. The Dutch dancers learned from the Indonesian approach and proposed a different use of the body, timing and space in return. I noticed that a better understanding of the other leads to a better understanding of oneself. 
	A noticeable difference is the fact that Western dancers strongly focus on personality, authenticity and physical abstraction, whereas their Indonesian colleagues relate their dancing to stories and characters. The choreographers brought these two different starting points together in the story of a quest for shared inspiration and energy, the greget. In Ghost Track this quest functions as the framework for the performance. Sometimes the dance styles from the different (cultural) approaches will mesh; sometimes they clash. In the rehearsal process the dancers were asked to work with these different dance styles and approaches to dance, to finally dance together in a mix of both their styles. 

In very short time it became obvious that both the Dutch and Indonesian dancers share similarities in dance, how different their respective backgrounds in culture and dance training. These similarities between them quickly resulted in growing closer. In the five weeks LeineRoebana worked together with the Indonesian dancers in Indonesia it was great to see each other’s qualities and how the traditional Indonesian dance and the Western contemporary movement style of LeineRoebana merged together. The dancers showed each other what their dance training has enabled their bodies to express, and shared their knowledge about dance. The Indonesian tradition feels very contemporary to the Western dancers, and Western modernism is easily absorbed by Indonesian tradition. Not only did each of the Indonesian dancers have a very unique quality, they are also most willing to share the details of the heritage of their culture while being open to exploring different ways of moving. This resulted in a shared repertoire full of extremes. 
	In the movement vocabulary of LeineRoebana limbs usually don’t move at the same time. In traditional Indonesian dance limbs might move separately, but the dancer is always in control, deciding the timing of his movements. Nevertheless both sides can benefit from the taste of the different uses of body. Eventually for the piece Ghost Track I am even more interested in the different shades and dimensions that can start developing from the two extremes of the repertoire. It is striking how they find unison within their differences and both support each other’s qualities. At first glance, the differences in dancing and creating dance seem small. At a physical level the dancers can communicate and learn from each other’s technical abilities. They share a large portion of movement vocabulary, but the Dutch and the Indonesians excel in different areas as the result of different training. Even though the Dutch have also studied grounding techniques and Asian martial arts, and the Indonesian dancers are not unfamiliar with Western dance, yet there is some truth in the clichés. The Europeans are good at moving, the Indonesians at being still. We occupy space; they occupy time. They are firmly rooted in the ground; we try to conquer the skies.

Another difference I noticed is how every performance in Indonesia, whether traditional or not, starts with a story. The Indonesian dancers would join us effortlessly in our improvisations starting from specific aspects of movement, but they almost always use traditional characters as a source of inspiration. All movement is related to one of the traditional roles from the Ramayana or other traditional stories. Dance characters are often used to represent certain movements and qualities of moving, where a dramatic action is successful when a role has been well characterized. It seems less important whether the choreographic structure is interesting in time and space. This attention to narrative and characters is at odds with the Western notions of being yourself and expressing yourself. Another important concept in Indonesian dance I mentioned earlier is greget, inner power similar to the Chinese ‘chi’. With this the choreographers and dancers found a key to combine both approaches to dance and present them to an Indonesian audience. The quest for the meaning of greget was the starting point: in this way they could present a story and remain true to each of their cultures.
5.2	  LeineRoebana’s hybrid dancers in Ghost Track
For such a hybrid performance, made for dancers with different cultural backgrounds, as Ghost Track is, the dancers were asked to work in a different way than they were used to do. The dancers from LeineRoebana had to internalize some features of the traditional Indonesian dance technique, while the Indonesian dancers had to deal with the European approach to contemporary dance.

In an interview with one of the Indonesian dancers Boby Ari Setiawan, he told me how difficult it is for them to assimilate a whole different (contemporary) dance style than the one they are trained in. While talking with Boby, he confessed that it was strange to suddenly have to move in a different way. Having a background in traditional Indonesian body memory movement is very different from the European approach to dance, but it also helped him sometimes to understand the dance style of LeineRoebana. Although the LeineRoebana style was clear in his head, it cost him a lot more practice to understand it in his body as well. The Indonesian body memory movement means that, as performer you use movement in rehearsals to train your body memory for new performance moves. When you reach the time of the performance, you know that you have the memory of the performance inside your body; you trust that the memory is inside.​[67]​ That also concerned for Boby the LeineRoebana dance style: He trusted his body that the memory of this new movement was inside.​[68]​






In this chapter, I assimilate the concepts of eclecticism, hybrid bodies and cultural exchange in the working process for the dance performance Ghost Track of dance company LeineRoebana. I looked how eclecticism can be used in a dance production, and what demands the choreographers asked from the dancer's bodies. With this examination I demonstrated how eclecticism and its features are manifested in this specific example of the contemporary dance practice, and how cultural exchange through dance can work. Considering all of these aspects I would now propose how we can embed this performance into the system of post-Fordian production.

‘Same but different’, these three words have been served as a motto for Ghost Track. Ghost Track has become an exploration of one another and hence of ourselves and our own traditions. During the rehearsals I noticed that the masters in space (Dutch dancers) and the masters in time (Indonesian dancers) have been able to work together very well. This is owed to the collaborative rehearsals that are based on respect for each other’s background and abilities. The Dutch and the Indonesian dancers excel in different areas as a result of different training approach to dance. Leine and Roebana often spoke with the Indonesian dancers about the traditional movement style and how they can work with that and use it in the rehearsals for Ghost Track. They tried to search for and found the link in greget, that the Indonesian dancers mastered the essence of motion with the movement style of LeineRoebana, and to understand each others approach to dance and to combine their cultural backgrounds in dance. With that, the Indonesian dancers were very open for the many possibilities that stimulate the body movement tradition that they have, and combine it with the LeineRoebana dance style. Their respective training and cultural backgrounds do create an essential difference in both their approaches to dance. In Indonesia dance is part of the culture and is much more interwoven in daily life than in the Netherlands. The Indonesian approach to dance therefore also embodies a different world view than the approach to dance of the Dutch. While working together I saw that a better understanding of the other leads to a better understanding of oneself as well.

For Ghost Track I see the choreographers working with hybrid dancers with bodies that store several dance techniques, in an eclectic approach to dance coming from the different cultural backgrounds, training abilities and knowledge form the artists. This makes the performance a production according to the post-Fordist production process in several aspects.
	The dancers in Ghost Track share characteristics of the immaterial worker I described in the third chapter of this thesis. Because of the different dance techniques coming from different cultural backgrounds and training practices, they had to be versatile to accommodate to the requirements of the choreographers. The bodies of the dancers of Ghost Track can be seen as hired bodies, practicing various dance styles according to the demands of the choreographer. With this the choreographers want to show a national and international audience about the culture, vision and the beauty of both of the cultures through dance. As many other dance companies since the twentieth-century do, LeineRoebana searched for other cultures to enrich its dance idiom where, as Jo Butterworth and Liesbeth Wildschut stated, the intercultural approach is used to explore cultural identity.
An important feature of a post-Fordist dance production is that any dance performance also carries with a subtext, ideology or paradigm. Studying dance has become understood as more than just developing a given technique. The constitutive element of post-Fordism is the sharing and intellectual exchange of knowledge. In Ghost Track this is done by the exchange of knowledge and bodily experiences from both the Dutch and the Indonesian dancers. The choreographers carry the ideology or subtext to display the cultural heritage form Indonesian dance merged with the Western modernity of contemporary dance.







The starting point for this thesis was the notion of different types of bodies in different dance techniques and the concept of 'hired bodies' as a result of the changes in the working processes of choreographers, as initiated by Susan Foster. In the following decades this hired dancing body is developed into three forms. I used Foster’s observations, together with those of Ash Amin to describe the changes in training and producing dance and the changes in the (economic) production system post-Fordism.
I started the research from the hypothesis that there will be many concepts that describe the phenomenon of the changes in the dancer’s body and training and producing dance. Although the ‘hired body’ has now come into appearance in contemporary dance, I thought that there still are characteristic movement styles or dance vocabularies in many dance companies. Because of that, you can not replace each random dancer from one company to another so easily. These thoughts have brought me to the main question of this thesis: “How are the ‘hired body’, the ‘self-styled dancer’ and eclecticism manifested in the post-Fordist contemporary dance practice?”

I unraveled this question in several sections concerning different theoretical concepts. The theoretical framework showed that there is more than one approach to describe the changes in the dancing body and the changes in dance production since the 1980’s. Although I wrote in my hypothesis that I think that many dance companies there still is a characteristic way of moving, I did not do research about those movement styles from several dance companies because that would have meant a whole different research and would have been too much for work for now. However, looking at the working process of dance company LeineRoebana I surely recognized that they have a characteristic movement style and dance idiom.
With the description of the ideal types of dancer’s bodies in the five most important dance styles from last century, I demonstrated that each of these techniques had its own preference of the dancer’s ideal body. When in the 1980’s the dancing body shifted from a ‘body of ideas’ to a ‘hired body’, the dancing body did not capture anymore the aesthetic vision of a choreographer, but it adapt itself to the various demands for each new project.
Susan Foster used the concept of the ‘hired body’ to describe the changes only in the bodies of the dancers. Eclecticism, initiated by Joshua Monten, also addresses this change in the dancing body in the mid-1980’s in the form of a ‘self-styled dancer’, but also pays attention to the dance production and the subtext or ideology such a performance can have. In addition, eclecticism is also used for other disciplines and procedures, while the hired body can only be applied to dance. When watching a dance performance it is sometimes not very clear if the dancers are ‘self-styled’ according to eclectic procedures, or have a ‘hired body’. Apparently the concepts ‘hired body’, ‘eclecticism’ and ‘self-styled dancer’ are in theory more clearly defined than in practice. Most of the contemporary dancers today are capable of several dance techniques, due to the demands of the choreographers and to their own interests and training possibilities. However, this kind of dancing body has now become mainstream and captures again, just as the body of ideas in the twentieth-century, features of a body of disciplinary procedures of Michel Foucault. This hybrid dancing body combines all the elements of the hired body and the self-styled dancer in eclectic performances.
The current contemporary dancing body serves thus again certain ideals, but these ideals have less to do with the appearance of the dancer’s figure like in the ballet technique. Now it is more important that dancers are flexible, as well in techniques they are trained in as in their freelance and project based contracts and working hours.

With the production system in the era of post-Fordism I described the changes that occurred in training and producing dance, due to the changes in the dancing body. By explaining the similarities between post-Fordism in society and postmodernism in the performing arts, the new modes of dance training and production are clarified. Based on the principles of the post-Fordist production system, eclecticism can be considered as a post-modern approach of production that is useful for many fields of study, amongst them the performing arts. 
In the last chapter I provided a more practical case study with the performance Ghost Track from modern dance company LeineRoebana that bridges the gap between dance and culture from Indonesia and the Netherlands. The working process of the choreographers and dancers showed how the performance Ghost Track can be considered as an eclectic performance according to the post-Fordist production system. Moreover, this performance serves an intercultural dialogue between Indonesia and Europe, where movement material from Indonesian tradition and western modernity are interwoven.

Looking back at my research, I do believe that it can be difficult to distinguish ‘hired bodies’ and eclectic performances in dance, because nowadays it seems that every dancer has a ‘body for hire’ and many dance performances are based on a multiple of dance styles. One has to know more about the background of a performance to state if the performance can be considered as an eclectic approach where different styles are interwoven, or if a performance just places different styles next to each other without any aim for serving an ideology or subtext.
For this reason, I used the performance Ghost Track of LeineRoebana dance company for the case study, because I have much knowledge about the development of this dance production and the ingredients that were the inspiration for the choreographers to make this performance.
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